
1936-1945

VIC I.ROY

In May 1936 VICEROY was introduced as a cork tipped, filter tip cigarette .
The list price was $6 .85 per M (the same as KOOL and Philip Morris) vs .
the general price of $6 . 10 .

$300, 000 was spent in newspapers that year featuring "The tip is a filter, "
"Your smoke conies clean, ""Safer smoke for any throat, "°Checks smoker's
throat," "Guards teeth and throat" and "Inhale without discomfort ." Apparent
in that first year was the failure, so general in those days, to adopt one
strong theme and stay with it . Even so, sales were encouraging, totaling
400 million in less than six months of national distri'ution .

VICEROY, in 1937, did adopt one copy theme . Overlooking the potential
of several of the themes used the first year, copy switched to "Don't P-F-F-T
tobacco . "-After spending $200, 000 on this copy in thc first six months, in
the face of steadily declining sales, all media advertising was discontinued
and the B&w coupon was added . Sales for the year 1937 dropped to 200

. .million .

The situation remained the samc until 1942, except for a slight price flurry
in 1940 . In July 1940 VICEROY followed the industry in raising the price
$ .30 per M . Six weeks later the price was brought baclk to the original
$0 .85 (against the industry's $6 . 53) . In August 1941 VICEROYS were cut
to the general $6 .53 price .

In 1942 the coupon was removed and $60, 000 spent in small magazine ads
featuring "It's smart to smoke VICEROY ." Sales tended down'at first
then went up with the industry .

VICEROY increased sales during the shortage years, but it is doubtful
whether the small appropriation for newspaper advertising (in a syndicated
column - "Buy Lides") .had much effect .

1946-1956

In 1946 VICEROY sales dropped to pre-shortage levels and share was at an
alltime low. The original advertising agency seemed to have no partieular
ideas so the account was given to the Ted Bates Agency when they submitted
a campaign based on dentists' recommendations. ,
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- . At the same time VICEROYS were made a premium priced cigarette as
. the list price was increased from the general $7 .09 per M to $3, 00 . The
differential was narrowed when VICEROY did not take the general $ .29
increase a month later, but VICEROY has continued as a premium priced

._ cigarette, establishing the accepted popular price level for all filters when
that segment of the market expanded .

A comprehensive sampling plan among dentists to secure their recommendation
was started . Sales responded immediately even though the media budget was, not increased until 1948

. .

Copy remained the same (except for the ever increasing number of dentists)
until the end of 1949, by which time sales were at the highest 1eve1 in the
history of this brand although the media expenditure was only $200, 000

. The January 1950 issue of Reader's Digest featured an article, "How lIarmful
Are Cigarettes, "that mentioned the value of filters . Within a week, VICEROY
advertising headlined "Reader's Digest tells why filtered cigarette smoke
is better for your health ." . .

Sales increased from 700 million in 1949 to 1 .2 billion in 1950 and as the
~) advertising budget grew with sales and copy remained the same, the rate

of increase was maintained in 1951 arrd 1952 . In 1952 the bulk of the
; $1, 300, 000 budget was in television spots and sales were 2 .7 billion .

_ In May 1952 the new Tennessee Eastman cellulose acetate filter was intro-
d duced in a test .market. Resuits exceeded the most optimistic expectations

when sales in the test market more than doubled and the new filter replaced
. the old paper filter nationally in October 1952

. In 1953 three things combined to push the demand for VICEROY far beyond
production capacity : (1) the new filter ; (2) king size replacing regular size .
nationally in March ; (3) greatly increased public attention to the "Health
aspect" of smoking . VICEROYadvcrtising exploited this to the fullest extent
-a,s "double-barrelled health protection" copy, which introduced King Size
•VICEROY, was backed up with factual evidence of the nicotine andd tar reduction offered by VICEROY

. Advertising expenditures were increased
to $2,500,000. ~

.i
Sales went to 6 . 0 billion in 1953 even tlmugh the brand was on allocation and ~
could not begin to supply the demand in the latter part of the year. New T
filter brands appeared in rapid succession and the filter segment of the . W
market exploded . Although VICEROY sales reached 15 .9 billion in 1954, the ~i
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brand was in short supply and on allaration until October . Winston was
. introduced in 1954, opening market by market and flooding each market

in turn with cigarettes and advertising . VICEROY advertising expenditures
in 1954 were $5, 300, 000 . (Winston spent almost that much during the
9 months they were on the market

. ) How much VICEROY's eventual sales share was hurt by this 18 months
shortage no one can say with certainty ; however, it seems-more than
coincidence that in Hawaii (where VICEROY was never in short supply
since it was used as an isolated test market to ascertain just how high
.sales would go) VICEROY remained the dominant filter brand, in fact

the largest selling brand of any type, and in Boston and Providence (where Winston was first introduced) VICEROY's continued performance has been
the poorest in the nation . It is also interesting to note that VICEROY's
"Better for your health" claims were toned down just a month or two before
Winston hit the market .

cc

In 1955 VICEROY, in full supply and with an advertising budget of about
$9 ;300,000 (Winston that year spent $12,200,000) increased sales to
19 .8 billion but Winston sales practically tripled for a total of 22 .2 billion .

Aside from the disparity in advertising pressure, VICEROY suffered from
a constantly changing copy story . Shifting back and forth from emphasis

_ on filter to emphasis on taste, VICEROY had six different campaigns in
the two years 1955 and 1956 .

VICEROY finished 1956 with sales of 23 .2 billion, an increase of 17 .2%
over 1955 . (A most satisfactory increase until compared with Winston --
53 .2%, L&M -- 63 .7% and Marlboro -- 123 .4%in the same year .)

1957-19f,1 .

. Going in 1057, VICEROY was still gaining in sales and (rcacting to the much
greater progress being made by Winston, L&M and Marlboro)expenditures
were greatly increased with copy swinging back to stronger filter claims .

In July 1957, the Header's Digest published an article listing tar and nicotine
content of all cigarettes with Kent lowest . This was followed by an article in
August telling of the great improvemcnt in Kent and its filter efficiency .
Kent sales, which had been static for several years, went from 300 million
per month to 3 billion per month . ' .



The progress of all other filter 7rand_s was brought to a halt but the effect
on VICEROY was staggering . AdverNsing continued to feature "20,000
filter traps" with implied claims of better filtration . Kent, not having to
imply, left no doubt in the consumer's mind that Kent filtered best, and
when the Digest ran another article in July 1958 giving the lowest numbers
to Kent again, there was nothing for VICEROY to do except change to copy
that contained no competitive claims .

'(C

"The thinking man's filter, the smoking man's tastc" campaign was designed
for this purpose and in the two years that it ran, the downward sales trend
slowed and was tending to level when "Thinking man" was replaced in
August 1960 . (Although sales were leveling, share of market had dropped

. from 6 . 0% in 1957 to 4 . 1% in 1960 and VICEROY had slipped to 5th place
in the filter field. ) -

"VICEROY'S got it at both ends," which followed "Thinking man, ° coincided
with another down trend in sales. -

` A new and more pleasant television treatment of this story plus a million
- dollar newspaper campaign in the summer of 1961, featuring the "DCep-

Weave Filter," did not improve the trend and this copy was replaced in October with °Something special end to end -- Speciall filter -- Special
. blend ."- Sales slipped about 8% in 1961 even though all other filters (with
the possible exception of Kent) showed substantial increases .

There were other important changes during this period . VICEROY in an 80mm
. flip-top box was introduced in the summer of 1957 . This coincided with the
. Digest article and it is impossible to evaluate the effect of this added style ;
however, sales in this style have fallen faster than those of the soft pack,
and by 1961 the box accounted for less than 7% of VICEROY's business . In

- test markets in the Northwest, the flip-top box was replaced by the "trigger-
top" box in dune 1958 . This had no apparent effect on sales and was, in
turn,, replaced by an improved version called the slide-top case in April 1960 .

. The slide-top case was also put in a new test area in New York state and
the new area was showing some improvement in both box and total sales by
the end of 1961 .

Another change was the refinement of the package design and the inclusion
of the name "Deep-Weave Filter" on the package in mid-1960 . Again, this
did not appear to have any effect on the sales trend ; although sales turned

' down a few months later coincident with the copy change . .

Perhaps the most important change, even though it could not been sccn, was
the variance of tar delivery in the product . Averaging 24 .2 milligrams at
the time of the 1957 Digest article, tar content was down slightly to 22 .1 at
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the time of thc 1958 article . Changes were made to improve this and, by
the end of 1959, it was down to 12 . 9 n:gs . Tar delivery reached a low 11 .4
(in the range of Kent) in mid-1960 . By that time it was apparent, with the
advent of the high-filtration brands, that it was inadvisable to stay in the
filtration race . Pressure drop was lowered and by the end of 1901, tar
delivery was in the range of 15 .6 mgs . (comparable in tar content and
pressure drop to Winston and Nlarlboro) .

1962-1964

Going into 1962 sales continued to fall and in the first half of the year were
5 . 5% below the first six months of the previous year . However, efforts
were underway to arrest the decline and get the brand moving again . In
addition to the product changes which took place in late 1961, distribution
was improved through the purchase of supermarket shelf space and vending
machine columns . A new advertising platform was also being developed
and was tested for effectiveness .

In March, 1962, the new TV advertising in a ballad format was begun .
It was, "Not too strong -- Not too light -- VICEROY's Got The Taste That's
Right." This campaign was supported in 1962 with an advertising expenditure
of $10,988,975 as compared to $10, 647, 640 in 1961 . At the end of 1962
sales were 17 .7 billion compared to 17 . 9 billion in 1961 ; however, the
downtrend was stopped as sales in the last half of the year moved up 3 .7%
as compared to the last half of 1961 .

.' The same copy campaign was carried on through 1963 and 1964 and sales
continued to improve . In 1963 a filter reference was added to the copy with
the line, "VICEROY's Got the Deep-Weave Filter and The Taste That's '
Right" and testing showed that it resulted in improved effectiveness .

- The Surgeon GeneraI's Report on Smoking and Ilealth, which was released on
January 11, 1964, had an imrnediate effect on VICliP.OY and sales were down
by 4. t% at the end of January. There was a further decline of 15 .2% in the
rnonth of February. In anticipation of adverse consumer reaction from the
,feport a special newspaper and TV campaign had been prepared for possible
use . The copy was not basically changed but was presented in a more subdued
format than the ballad . The lead lines were, "Which is the VICEROY? Why
Should You Care?" "You Should Care Because VICEROY's Cot'Phe -- etc ."
This was run for a short period following the report and then the regular ~
ballad format was resumed . There was no way of measuring the results of Q
. the special effort but it may have been helpful in that VICEROY's sales ~
drop in this period was not as great as most of its competitors

. Cj
CD
N
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At the end of 1964 VICEROY sales we^e up 1 .3% at 19, 1 billion, and were
. still increasing . Share of market had also improved to 3 .8%.

The Cigarette Advertising Code which was set up in 1964 began to take action
in late 1964 in an effort to have code approved advertising in effect at the
beginning of the new year . VICEROY material was reviewed by the Code and,
as a result, two copy changes were necessary . The use of "Deep-Weave

. Filter" was eliminated and the ° VICEROY's Got the Deep-Weave Filter and
the Taste That's Right" were changed to "VICEROY's Got the Filter For -
the Taste That!s Right ."

1965

VICEROY sales continued to improve during 1965 and-at the end of the year
showed an increase -of 5% over 1964 . In the same period, the share moved
from 3 .8 to 3 .9 .

Advertisiag expenditures in 1965 were increased by about $400, 000 with the
. addcd money going to network television . The CPR7, however, was lowered
from $ . 63 to $ . 61 because of the larger sales volume .

The copy theme, "VICEROY's Got The Filter For The Taste That's Right"
. was continued through 1965 . In commercial effectiveness testing, started .

- . with Schwerin in mid-I965, however, the VICEROY commercials did not
. show a satisfactory-lifL and were excessively skewed to the female smoker .
Therefore, efforts were started to find an effective and more masculine copy

.expression .

1966

A .new copy expression was adopted in 1966 -- "VICEROY's GotThe Taste
That's Right -- Right Anytime Of The Day ." This was an effort to give the
brand a specific taste image -- "long ]asting taste that does not wcar out ."
At the same time, the commercials were cast for strong male orientation .
•Testing showed that the commercials did improve in masculine appeal, but
they still had relatively little power in persuading trial . Efforts were still
underway at the end of 1966 to improve thecopy, ~

Sales in 1966 oontinued to improve and ended the year 3 .4%over 1965 with ~F
a sharc of 4, 1 . The rate of growth, however, was declining and lastt quarter~
. figures showed that VICEROY was losing ground probably because of new brand r~7
introductions and the relatively ineffective copy . The advertising expendfture CJ
in 1966 was reduced by about $400, 000 and resulted in a CPM of $ . 58. r~

G7
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1967-^1

With the introduction of several long-size brand extensions in 1967 (including
Winstdn, L&M and Kent), VICEROY's slowly climbing sales took an abrupt
about-face. A decline of 5.5% from 1966 brought sales to 19 . 5 billion . Market
share dropped to 3 . 7 .

Advertisi ng expenditures remained basically unchanged at $11 million although
CPM was up to $ . 56 .

. The influx of long-size brand linc oxtensions prompted the introduction of
VICEROY Longs in October, 1967 . Originally packaged in gold, VICEROY
Longswas test marketed via television in Louisville, Indianapolis and Columbus .
(VICEROY Longs went national in the white pack because gold was cosQy, had
feminine orientations and was used by most ather 100's . Use of the white pack
showed that VICEROY Longs had taste properties similar to the 84mm version) .

Sales recovered slightly in 196R with 20 billion units and a market share of 3 .8 .

. Advertising expenditures were cut to $10.7 million and the CPM slipped to $ . 54 .

It was felt that the sale of VICEROY Longs nationally would not disrupt the brand's
franchisc although most longs' sales came from the 84mm vctsion. -

In August, 1968, VICEROY Longs was launched nationally using the copy exe-
cution, "Good Taste Never Quits . " A four-color print execution followed in
October, using a simple comparison teehnique to improve penetration and
memorability of the copy line . Ads, for example, would include an elephant
and a pack of VICEROY Longs side by side. Copy Would read, "Never Forgets
and "Never Quits". -

The basic format used to deliver this message on television was slice-of-life,
problem/solution, actor-given dialogue in :60 commcrcials . In terms of
execution, spot television basically included :20 non-pattern ads in the latter

• part of 1968 and early part of 1969 .

Sales fell again in 1969 to 19 .3 hillion and market share droppnd to 3 .7, as
VIC]?ROY Longs esLablishcd itself with sales of 2 .03 billion . Although VICEROY
Longs' share was only .4, it had doubLed .since 1968 and I:he gain seemed even
more substantial as ibe market shares of hoth Martboro 100's and Winston 100's
were stagnant .

\ `
Advertising expenditures were incteased in 1969 to $13 .2 million with an increase
in CPM to $ . 68 . Of the total budget, $8 .8 million was spent in network tclevision,
$1 . 5 million in spot TV and the remainder in print and radio .

. 6 % Of1:a3524

4
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An all-print test was conducted in Cl( veland in 1969, using magazines, supple-
ments, newspaper ROP, transit (intcr ior and platform), and outdoor . The
test, which paralleled the KOOL print test in Philadelphia, had rio effect on
sales . In cach city, already purchased television time was given to the brand
not being tested .

VICEROY's sales in 1070 were 19 .6 biilion units of which 2 . 62 billion were
attributed to VICEROY Longs . Share of ma.rkct rose to 3

.8, advertising expenditures remained approximately the same at $13.8 million . The CPM
continued to increase to $ . 70 . .

VICEROY's copy execution was switched to "All The Tasto, All The Time" in
.-1970, and a musical jingle was used instead of a voice-over announcer . Non-
pattern :20 commercials were used in approximately 20°)0 of the network time to gain variety and to heighten the impact of the new copy and jingle

. The copy line was translated to print using the problem/sulution technique
similar to VICEROY's television format and embodying a°slice-of-life" look .
Keyy actor spoken dialogue was attributed (through .quotes) to specific characters
in the advertisements or included in the copy .

VICEROY Longs used female situations on day-time network television in 1970 .
The commercials were patterned after VICEROY's usual :60 problem/solution
theme . The difference in the day-time campaign was that the characters were
always women and VICEROY Longs (as opposed to king-size) always satisfied
the unhappy smoker .

In 1971, VICEROY sales totaled 19 .4 billion with VICEROY Longs contributing
3 .06 billion of that total . VICEROY ended the year with a share of 3 .6 .

Advertising expenditures for 1971 dropped to $11 .2 million, a cut of over
$2 .5 million from 1970 . The CPM dropped to $ . 58. '

. The primary medium for VICEROY in 1971 was magazines . Additional weight
was placed in national supplements, major market newspapcrs, outdoor and ~
transit. ~~

O
'With the transition to all-print, the VICEROY image continued to be that of a ~
full-flavored cigarette . Inthe.problem/solution format using models, the copyW
platform featured, (tmlike other brands which run out of taste), "VICEROY (~ gives all the taste

. . . all the time ." This was developed into the "Selective 21)
Pcople" campaign . Originally aimed at females, it fcatured people, their G1
special interests, and VICEROY, their special choice in cigarettes . The eam- -
paign tested so well, it was used in female magazine and then revised to generic
versions. -

(C
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Because VICEROY sales had been fairiy stagnant for six years (never above
21 .3 billion or below 19 .3 billion) and because a distinct personalitp (harsh,
mild, full -flavored, masculinc or feminine, etc . ) had never been developed ;
in 1971 it was decided to aim VICEROY's advertising at the chief cunsumor '
group for fo11-flavored cigarettes --men under 50 years old. A campaign

associating VICEROY with auto racing was developed and tested in Auynist,1971
. Copy included, "Get a taste of what it's all about . Get the full taste

of VICEROY." 'Fhe test campaign proved very successful in reaching men
under 50 ycars old and was adopted for national use

. Various forms of auto racing were also investigated under the belief that
sponsorship might lend credibility to VICEROY's campaign . It was judged
that the USAC type of racing is perceived as a more glamorous style than
either stock car (NASCAR) or drag strip (NHRA), and the USAC circuit
perhaps has the better known races in the sport (Indianapolis, Ontario, ete . ) .
In December of 1971, VICEROY announced it would sponsor a USAC racing
team under the direction of Parnelli Jones and Vel Milel .ich . The team, soon -
known as "Super Team," included veteran drivers Mario Andretti, Joe Leonard
and A1Unser. -

1972

Although VICEROY Longs sales continued upward to 3 .3 billion units in 1972,
total VICEROY sales fell to 18 .9 billion . The drop in total sales resulted
from VICEROY King-size sales' slip to 15 .6 billion . The brand's total mar-
ket share sank to 3, 4% as did its share of the non-menthol filter segment to
6 .4% .

Another sharp decline in expenditures brought VICEROY's budget down to
$8 .2 million . Magazines received the major portion of the brandls 1972 bud-
get with over .$5 .0 million . Supplements, outdoor ads, newspapers and transit provided additional support

. CPM for 1972 was $ . 43 .

The "Sele.ctive People" campaign ran during January of 1972, however ; in
an attempt to develop a distinct brand image for VICEROY, this campaign
was replaced in February by the "Auto Racer" campaign .

The new campaign positioned the brand amidst the exeitement of a masculine
sport by featuring action oriented closeups of VICEROY drivers smoking befo
or aftcr a race . ~

The campaign thus appealed directly to aiale smokers and began giving the brand
a more fully defined image . In so doing, VICEROY was attempting to capitalize
on the fact that men smoked half again as many full-flavored cigarettes as women .

Pu11-page, four-color magazine and supplement ads featured the auto racer
illustrations with the headline, "Get the taste of what it' .s all about . Get the _
full taste of VICEROY . " . .



!~ After six rnonths, sales had not responded to the new campaign but
( switching studies showed an irnprove•1 performance by the brand among

. men and a r,duction in king size Iossos due to switehing . On this basis,
it was felt the campaign appeared to be working .

In May, a self-liquidator campaign was begun which made a Hcucr
Chronograph Watch, valued at $200, available to consumers for $88
and one VICEROY carton end flap . In September, a second self-liquida-
tor offer was made, featuring a$22 .00 racing jacket for •$11 .00 and
one cartonn end flap . Both promotions used fully integrated sales promo-
tion and media advertising . A unique floor display was the focal point or
P .O . P . material .

Product tests revealcd that both styles of VICEROY have preference
levels at best similar to competition . However, in describing brand
' attributes, both styles of VICEROY were rated as more harsh than
competition . On this basis, research was bef,nin in 1972 to decrease
VICEROY's harshness and give it a more discernible flavor as wcil .
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1973

In 1973, total VICEROY sales declined to 18 .5 billion units, a decrease
of 3%. VICEROY Kings dropped 4 j, to 14 . 94 billion units, while VICEROY
Super Longs rose 150 miLlion units to 3 .55 million. The brand's total
SOM slipped to 3 .2%o, despite the increase in sales from VICEROY Super
Longs . Marlboro and Winston gained 9% and 11~ respectively, leaving
Winston at 15 .58%o with the largest SOM and Marlboro second at 13 .68%
soM.

Advertising expenditures increased 13°~b to $9 .97 million in 1973, with
almost half ($5 .369 million) going to magazines . Marlboro ($18 . 66 million)
spent nearly twice as much as VICEROY and Winston ($23 . 2 million) spent
133% more . VICEROYS CPM was $ . 54 .

Advertising campaigns continued the racing theme . Executions for VICEROY
Super Longs were developed within the racing format and featured women .
Copy changed from emphasis on taste ("Get a taste of what it's all about .
Oet the full taste of VICEROY. °), to a lifestyle emphasis (°He's just won
$25, 000, poured a bucket of champagne over his head . He's not going
to follow all that with a boring cigarette . ") . Ads featured people in
exciting lifestyle situations who would not smoke a boring cigarette .

In a self-liquidator promotion, the VICEROY race car, valued at $100,000,
was offered to consumers for $75, 000 and one VICEROY carton end .
The ad, delivered via magazines, displayed the car and a coupon next to a
pack of VICEROY .

1974

VICEROY Extra MiLds introduced in April 1974, entered the high-filtration ft]
contest with 14 mg. 'tar' and finished the year with a 0 . 1% SOM. ~
Winston Lights (14 mg . ) was also introduced in 1974, achieved sales of
1 .55 billion units and a 0 .26%SOM . Marlboro Lights (1971) with 12 mg . 'tar' W
had sales of 4.1 billion units and a 0. 69% SOM . Vantage (1970) at 11 mg . (Q
'tar' remained the leader at 8 . 2 billion units with a 1 .3%o SCM. SOM for all ~
high-filtrafion brands was 16~0 . .

Despite the addition of VICEROY Extra Mi1ds, VICEROY sales continued to fall .
In 1974, total sales dropped 8 .7% to 17.49 billion units . The decline spread
through all parent styles . VICEROY Kings slipped 10 j to 13 .40 billion units .
VICEROY Super Longs dropped 3 . 7% to 3 .42 billion units . Total sales included
0. 67 billion units from new VICEROY Extra Mi1ds . VICEROY'S SCM for 1974
was 2 .8%a .



The VICEROY Extra Rlilds campaign mirrored that of the parent campaign .
VICEROY Extra hlilds emerged as "The Challenger" . "The cigarette with
lowered tar but lots of taste" was used as body copy . The VICEROY man
stood beside his car wearing a helmet. VICEROY parent copy continued
with "Hc'd never smoke a boring cigarette . VICEROY. Where excitement
is now a taste . ", as body copy in reference to a driver that had just won
a race .

C

The VICEROY parent advertisiog budget increased 1% to $10 . 67 million with
an additional $4 . 7 million allocated to VICEROY Extra Milds . The majority
of these monies was distributed to magazines . Outdoor ads and supplements
provided further support . CPM for VICEROY Parent in 1974 grew to 8 .60 .

1975

VICEROY sales continued to drop, and in 1976 showed a larger decrease
of 11°Jo to 15 .96 billion units . SONl declined from 2 .8~ to 2 .6°fo, a decrease
of 7. 1% .

Advertising expenditures were $10 . 664 million, and CPb4 was $ . 70 .

In 1975, "boring cigarette" executions were developed for Black publications
and featured Black male reference group models in a lifestyle format .
Racing campaign executions featured male drivers at the track. Copy read
"Why VICEROY? Because I'd never smoke a boring cigarette . °

1976

Although in 1976 VICEROY Extra \4ilds reached it's greatest market
penetration at .73 billion units, total VICEROY sales fell 9 . 4% to 14 .20 billion
units . SOM dropped to 2 .2'io . Winston and Marlboro sales also slowed with
Winston slipping 1 . 3'"c to 90 . 13 billion units, and Marlboro gaining 3°. to
94.21 billion . VICEROY sales declined at a rate of 11% .

Media funds were reduced to $5 . 531 million, a cut of 48 ;1. CPM dropped
to $ .41 .

1976 was the final year of the racing campaign . Originally designed to
attract the male smoker under 50, it reached the intended audience but
failed to stimulate trial . The campaign apparently did not translate into
taste, quality, or satisfaction tothe majority of smokers . Rather, it
seemingly provoked the consumer to associate VICEROY with the negative
aspects of smoking; unpleasant fumes, fire, and the more grim aspects of
racing, danger and blood .



1977

In 1977, the VICEROY account was put up for bid . After reviewing
campaigns from several agencies, the account was assigned to
McCann-Erickson .

A new campaign was launched to strengthen VICEROY'S position in the
full-flavor segment . The campaign took an aggressive stance, aimed
primarily at Winston and Marlboro sniokers . The ads used a male
model between the ages of 25 and 49 who depicted the new masculinity
of the VICEROY man. "More tobacco, less 'tar"' promised smokers
good taste with less tar than either Winston or Marlboro . In the lower
right hand corner, scales proved the difference in tobacco weight
between Winston and VICEROY or Marlboro and VICL'ROY .

Advertising expenditures received an increase of 82~,o to 510,049 million .
CPM increased to S .82 .

In 1977 VICEROY sales declined less sharply, 4 .6a0, compared with 9 .40;0
the previous year . (The average decline rate for VICEROY from 1971 to
1977 was 6 .K). VICEROY Extra Milds had a .1e SOM and sold 0. 66
billion units. Total VICEROY sales were 12 .86 billion units . The brand's
total SOM slipped to 2 . 12$b .

1978-1979

In 1978, advertising expenditures were cut 62 ;'o to $3 . 789 million in
preparation for the future Rich Lights campaign . The "more tobacco,
less 'tar"' campaign was phased out in an all-out effort to promote Rich
Lights . VICEROY Extra 114ilds were to be replaced by Rich Lights in the
market .

Total VICEROY sales dropped 4 .4~1~ to 12 .27 billion units in 1978 . SOM for
VICEROY parent was 1 . 83% . CPM was $. 34 .

In 1979, media funds were withdrawn . Total VICEROY sales slipped 4 . 2°jo
to 11 . 76 billion units . SOM was 1 . 9°f~ .

\
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ADVU[2TISING 1_CILPRNDLTURI4S
(000)

Year Newspaper Magazinc Radio Telcvision Premium Total CY1VI

. . 1936 $300 $ - $ - $ - $ - .5 300 $ .75

. 1937 100 100 200 1 .00
1938 - - - - 100 100 .50

. 1939 - - - - 100 100 .33
1940 - - - - 100 100 .33
1941 - - 100 100 .33
1942 - 100 - - - 100 .33
1943 - 100 - - - - 100 .25
1944' 100 - - - - 100 .18

. 1945 100 - - - - 100 .14
1946 100 - - - 100 .25
1947 - 100 - - - 100 .25
1948 . 100 100 - . - 200 .33
1949 200 - - - - 200 .29
1950- 300 - - 200 500 .42
1951 . - 100 100 500 - 700 .37

. 1952 - 100 100 100 1, 000 .' - . 1, 300 .48

1053 100 . 200 - 2, 200 - 2, 500 . 42
1954 550 1, 020 240 3,490 - 5, 300 . 33
1955 1, 640-° 860 6, 020 ' - 9,320 .47

< 1956 - 1,500 1, 000 10, 100 - 12,600 .51

1957 . 2,920 1, 370 11, 810 - 16, 100 .66

1958 2,840 610 10, 730 - - 14, 180 .68
1950 _ 1,669 ' 320 0,715 - 11,704 .59
1960 1,477 19 8,471 - 9,467 .51
1961 1,475 720 8,794 - 10, 989 .61
1962 1, 741 431 8, 475 - 10, 647 . 60
1963 2,175 497 8,041 - 10, 713 .57
1964 3, 283 601 8, 069 - 11, 953 . 63

- 1965 2,307 127 9,926 - 12,360 .61
1966 _22' 1,920 168 9,831 Transit/ 11,950 .58
1967 64 1, 334 35 10, 132 Ontdoor 11, 565 . 60

- 1968 651 1,303 44 9,995 10 12, 003 .60
1069 562 1,961 310 10, 384 17 13,-234 .69

1970 - 437 3,432 272 9,080 483 13, 713 .70

=Tota] print iiwludcs newspapers, magazines, outdoor and car cards .

CY
~
0
~
N
W
~
N

Figures include allocation for testing and production .
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ADVERTISING Ph"PrWDITURFS
(ooo)

Newspapers . Supplements Mags . Outdoor Transit Total CPM

Ok

. 197P $ 1,708 $ 5, 882 $ 2,174$ 428 $ 10,192 .57

1972 $ 427 . $ 891 5,194 814 6 7,332 .43

.t0
N
W

? Figures from 1971 do not include proriuction ; CPiM based on total expenditure (d
. including production. - N
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Sales hStyle

911 Sales Prinr to 1957 SofL Pack

Year

85mm 80mm
Soft Pack Box

Slide-

Top Case 99mm Total

1957 22.4 2. 1 24 . 5
1958 18.4 2.5 -- 20 .9
1959 18.2 1.6 19 .8

1960 18.2 1.2 .1 19 .5
1961 . 16.7 1 . 1 - . 1 17 . 9

1962 16.3 .4 1 .0 17 .7

1963 17.4 - 1 .4 18 .0
1964 1 18. 1 - 1 . 1 19 .1
1965 . 19.1 - 1.0 _ 20 .1
1966- 19.6 - 1.0 20 .6

1967 18.6 - - .8 .04 19 . 4
1963 18.0 - .3 .9 20.0
1969 17.3 - - -- 2 .0 19.3
1970 16.9 - -- 2 .6 19.5
1971 16.3 - -- 3 .0 1 9 .3
1972 1.5.6 - 3.3 18 .9

Snarc of Market
m

1967 3 .7 ~
1968 3 . 8 Ln

1969 3 . 7 N
1970 3 8

W

1971
.

3 .6
w

CJ


